
COLUMBUS, Ohio (August 10, 2009) – METTLER TOLEDO, the technology leader in 
Thermal Analysis, is pleased to announce a new line for simple and efficient melting point 
determination.

Melting point is without a doubt the most frequently determined thermal value for material 
characterization. With the new METTLER TOLEDO melting point systems, only One Click™ 
is required to run melting point determination.

METTLER TOLEDO’s new melting systems feature an intuitive 
color touch-screen user interface that makes instrument 
operation simple. Clever navigation properties, an online screen 
featuring current measurements, and a unique user-
specific home screen with shortcut buttons, provide 
ease-of-use and security. As a result, the user is 
acquainted with the instrument in no time.

The new melting point line includes three models 
with incremental specifications:

MP50 – Simply to the point
Offers all you need for simple and automatic 
melting point and melting range determination.

MP70 – Best choice for maximum flexibility
Provides additional possibilities thanks to visual observation via color video.

MP90 – Melting point determination on the highest level
Optimized for different tasks and highest throughput thanks to stored methods and six 
capillary positions.

The innovative melting point systems of the MP50, MP70 and MP90 determine the 
melting point and melting range, simply, efficiently and are all supported with video 
recordings and the ability to simultaneously measure up to six samples. Color changes, 
the transparency point, and the decomposition temperature can also be investigated. An 
unbeatable measurement principle and norm conformity assures exact and reliable results. 
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MP90 Melting Point System



About METTLER TOLEDO

METTLER TOLEDO is a leading global manufacturer of precision instruments. The Company is 
the world’s largest manufacturer and marketer of weighing instruments for use in laboratory, 
industrial and food retailing applications. The Company also holds top-three market positions 
in several related analytical instruments markets and is a leading provider of automated 
chemistry systems used in drug and chemical compound discovery and development. 

Additional information about METTLER TOLEDO can be found at www.mt.com.

Visit for more information
www.mt.com/one-click-melting
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